Urethane Tube Sealant HW540 Each end at Upslope Side of Closure to Fill Voids as Necessary

Fastener #4
\( \frac{1}{4} \times 4 \) x 3\( \frac{3}{4} \) LL SD W/Washer at 6" O.C.

CFR Insulated Roof Panel

Fastener #12A
12-14 x 1" Pancake SD W/O Washer (2) per Connection at Each Purlin

Hip Support Plate P141 (Field Notch at Purlins)

Through Panel Fastener W/ Sealing Washer at 6" O.C.

2" Long Tape Sealer \( \frac{1}{4} \) x 1"
7405 Place Under Male leg and 3" Long Tape Sealer
\( \frac{1}{4} \) x 1" 7405 Place on top of Male leg

Hip Trim F3371

Tape Sealer \( \frac{1}{2} \) x 1"
7405 Top and Bottom of Closure

"Z" Closure F361 (Field cut to Length and Bevel cut to fit Panel)

Loose Fill Insulation or Field Applied Foam (Not by MBC)

Non-Skinnning Butyl Tube IMP7100 \( \frac{3}{4} \)" Bead With Marriage Bead to Panel Joint

Fastener #4
\( \frac{1}{4} \times 4 \) x 3\( \frac{3}{4} \) LL SD W/Washer at 6" O.C.

Hip Trim F3371

"Z" Closure F361 Field cut to Length and Bevel cut to fit Panel

Through Panel Fastener W/ Sealing Washer at 6" O.C.

Urethane Tube Sealant HW540 Each end at Upslope Side of Closure to Fill Voids as Necessary

Tape Sealer \( \frac{1}{4} \) x 1"
7405 top and Bottom of Closure

Field Notch, Bend and Fasten Adjacent Zee Closures to Form a Weathertight Space at Base of Hip Trim end